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Paper Website by St Anne’s with St James
Today’s world is fast paced and digital. We might want to be slower and analogue? So we have designed
a paper website, which is some of the great content but without the internet. We hope you enjoy being
analogue with us, at least for today, or however long it takes for you to read this, at your leisure.

F

irst we would like to show you our daily prayer
images. A different prayer on a lovely image every morning at 9 am. Shared across all the digital
platforms. A text only version is text to a small
number of people - who have given us their mobile
telephone numbers. What people don’t know about
these images are that many people are now sending
us images to use and all the images are from our local
area. So they have much more collaboration and
thought than what you might think.

98% of people have a mobile phone now - why not
receive one of our text prayers, every morning at 9 am?
Text 07958 293 971 to set this up.

Do you enjoy hearing about what we’ve been up to?
We are very busy trying to keep in touch with everyone to share God’s good news.

Continued...
A percentage of our congregation are not connected to the internet so this page is highlighting everything
we are doing and how you can get involved, without internet access.
Our Mission Action
Planning icon is raising
its profile and becoming
its own feature - we
hope the message is
shared far and wide.

S

adly, this year we cannot light candles
in memory of our loved ones, in Church.
So we have developed a place on our website
with candles in rows on our stunning Church
altars. All the Churches in our Team are on!

Text 07958 293 971, choosing your Church, stating the
name of your loved one and your very short message.

T

he children at St Anne’s and St James’
produce some lovely artwork and we
share it on our website. We decided to do
more with this artwork as it’s all so good!
So we have put together a Christmas only
interactive feature - find your artwork behind
the baubles! Some baubles have prayers
behind them though - so they have to search.
A fun and interactive way to showcase their
work.

Children’s Artwork...

